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Track 1: The Vision

M

usic, like life, doesn’t always turn out the way we expect it to. It doesn’t matter if you mark the
notes down on paper or map out the moments of your life, fate will inevitably step in, at times for
better and sometimes for worse. Fate forces us to ask the important questions, to find those pivotal
answers that make us who we are, or at least who we think we are.
What if the man you called “Dad” wanted nothing to do with you? What choices would you make? In
what direction would your life go? What if you then found out that everything you thought was true
suddenly wasn’t?
Becoming Beland tells the touching and intriguing true story of hard-working singer/songwriter,
Chris Beland. Beland went by the name Chris Chabot for 32 years… until he unearthed a shocking
family secret and discovered the identity of his real father; career musician John Beland, the surviving
member of Ricky Nelson’s Band, member of the Flying Burrito Brothers and guitarist for country
icons Dolly Parton, Johnny Cash, Garth Brooks and several other musical greats.
Becoming Beland is a feature length film that follows a young man on a journey for the truth that
spans over 30 years. It’s a reunion story, a coming of age adventure and ultimately, a lesson in love
and forgiveness. It’s the tale of two men, a father and a son, lost to each other, but linked by blood
and by music, who searched unknowingly for one another for half a lifetime.
Our goal is to bring Beland’s story to life. We are seeking investments to complete the development
stage of the project, as well as the substantive financial backing to fund the film.
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Track 2: The Story
Logline
A man struggles to find himself through drugs, music and eventually God, but realizes after years
of searching, that the key to finding himself… was finding his real father.

Synopsis
In small town Santa Maria, California, the easiest
thing to find is trouble, especially when you’re
looking for it. Chris became a father and
husband at the age of 15, in an act of rebellion
against his mother. Then, in an effort to escape it
all, he turned to drugs, becoming a homeless
addict by the age of 16. At rock bottom, while
standing atop the Santa Maria Bridge ready to
end it all, it took an act of God to finally make
Chris realize that his family and his music are
too important to throw away.

Music has always been Chris Chabot’s passion,
inspiration, escape and best friend. It took a long
time for Chris to get himself and his life to
where they are now: married with children and a
budding music career. He’s had a life filled with
doubt and unanswered questions, many of which
traced back to his childhood, that has made
righting the ship an often times impossible
challenge.
At a young age, Chris knew something was
different about him, the way he was treated and
where he belonged. Abandoned by his father
when he was only an infant, Chris couldn’t help
but feel that it was somehow his fault. Growing
up without a dad was a weight and a burden,
which made Chris feel like an outcast in his own
home. That lead to a perpetual chip on his
shoulder and a pissed off attitude toward the
world.

Having decided that drugs and suicide weren’t
the answer, Chris made the conscious choice to
give his son what he never had, a Dad. With the
help of his mother, he checked himself into a
rehab facility in San Diego. The four years at
Victory Outreach proved successful in helping
Chris kick his habit and also in cleansing his
soul. As part of the program Chris was reintroduced to God and his old friend: music.
Feeling fulfilled and ready to recapture his life,
Chris left rehab and made his way back to the
Central Coast. However, he returned to an
unfaithful wife with two new children. Despite
Chris’ effort to make it work with his wife, her
insecurities ran rampant and their rollercoaster
relationship eventually derailed.

At 31, Chris realized
that something was
missing, and had been
missing for a long
time... a relationship
with his father.
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The Story, cont.
Despite the setback, Chris was intent on staying
on the right path. In one fell swoop he joined a
church, formed a band and made new friends,
three things that had been glaringly absent from
his life. Chris also finally found his true love,
Annie, starting a second family, a career and a
chance to further express himself with his music.
However, over the next several years, long lost
questions from his past still haunted him. At 31,
Chris realized that something was missing, and
had been missing for a long time... a relationship
with his father. With young children of his own,
Chris became curious about family traits, medical
history and anything else he could find out about
his lineage. So, in an effort to reunite with his
father, Chris made a desperate and difficult phone
call and received an answer he never saw coming.
The man that was never there for him was the only
one who finally told him the truth.
“Chris, I am not your father.”
After a paternity test revealed the truth, Chris
began his journey to find answers. Putting his
feelings of betrayal and deception towards his
family aside, Chris discovered his conception may
be due to a musical interlude and the indiscretions
of his single mother in the late 1970s.
After all the pieces of the puzzle were put together,
a father and son, bound by blood and music, were
finally united and a beautiful chord was played.

a father and son,
bound by blood and music
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Track 3: Production Plan
In our current stage of development, we are seeking pre-production funding to support the cost of the
pre-production process. The subsidization we seek now is truly modest considering the intended value it
will provide, but is integral in the beginning stages of the project. We are also seeking commitments of
larger investments geared toward our working production budget.

Budget

The Offer

$25K - Pre-Production
$5 million – Estimated Production Budget

Investors recoup investment in first position upon
Acquisition sale, plus 15% of investment

Potential Directors

After which, all profits from Acquisition, Box
Office and DVD/VOD are shared 50/50 between
Investors and Producers

Cameron Crowe (Almost Famous)
Derek Cianfrance (Blue Valentine)
Nick Cassavetes (The Notebook)
David O. Russell (Silver Linings Playbook)

Any profit participation in the film offered to cast
and crew will be paid out of Producers’ share of
profit - (For an in-depth explanation of the proposal of
return on investment refer to Track 13: Maximized
Return/Minimized Risk)

Proposed Production Schedule
T.B.D

The Investment

Finance structures will be analyzed and evaluated
as they arise in order to best accommodate our
earning strategy - (For in-depth explanations of the
common financing structures refer to Track 14:
Financial Scenarios)

100 units offered at $50,000 each
Smaller units offered to meet pre-prod goal
Credits available, dependent on investment totals

We are confident that we have the whole package: A great story, a devoted and talented team, and most of
all a game plan focused on setting ourselves up for success. We will use a highly skilled and professional
crew above and below the line and have budgeted ourselves accordingly. We are budgeted for union scale
wages and feel that is the best way in getting the job done efficiently and effectively.
We have opened a single purpose LLC (Long Lost, LLC) for the sole function of financing and producing
Becoming Beland.
Kristen Marshall and Brandon Epland (writers/producers) will serve as managers of Long Lost, LLC.
All investment funds will be placed in an interest bearing, segregated escrow account created by the film
production company, Long Lost, LLC.
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Track 4: The Creative Team
Kristen Marshall (Writer/Producer)

Brandon Epland (Writer/Producer)

Kristen Marshall grew up in California’s beautiful
Central Coast. She studied Political Science at Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo, but it was her passion for the arts that
compelled her to relocate to Los Angeles to pursue a
career in acting and dance. Kristen has studied with
Lena Harris, Joseph Pearlman, Diana Castle and at the
Lesly Kahn Institute.

Native New Yorker Brandon Epland appeared in a
number of Off Broadway plays throughout his
childhood, while attending the famed High School for
the Performing Arts. He later graduated with honors
from The University of Michigan with a Bachelor of
Fine Arts in Theatre. Brandon returned to NYC to
explore the Off-Off-Broadway and fringe theatre
circuit.

In 2005, Kristen founded The Passion for Dance Project,
a non-profit organization that granted financial
scholarships to struggling dancers in the Los Angeles
area. She then moved to producing and had the
opportunity to star and produce in two film festival
favorites, Jawbone and Scavenger. In 2011, Kristen starred
in the television pilot A Little Bit of Laughter opposite
veteran actor Barry Bostwick.

After moving to Los Angeles, Brandon became a writer
and voice-talent for Sirius Radio’s “The Pacific Coast
Hellway," with award-winning author and screenwriter
Mark Nemcoff. Brandon then co-founded the Internet
sketch comedy group The Monkey Box. He served as a
writer, producer, director and actor for 99 audio
podcast episodes and 51 short films garnering over 19
million hits on YouTube, Yahoo and Funny or Die.

Recently, Kristen was part of a writing team hired to
write the screenplay Waiting to Die, based on the memoir
of an Angola death row inmate. She is now producing
Bite Me, an animated series she co-created with writing
partner Gregory Locklear and is producing the project
with genre director/producer Joe Dante (Gremlins, The
‘Burbs, The Hole). Bite Me is currently being pitched to
networks by Gersh and The Gotham Group.

Currently, Brandon’s literary agent Jeff Wolfman is
shopping his half-hour procedural comedy pilot
Fairytale Lawyers to networks. His movie game show
Cinema Showdown is currently being pitched to
production companies. Brandon is also currently
developing a reality docu-drama focusing on the lives
of special needs children and the devoted people who
love, teach and care for them.

Kristen first took notice of Chris Beland Chabot’s story
when her brother (Chris’ friend and former band mate)
showed her an article from an Oregon newspaper telling
the father and son tale. She was immediately drawn to it,
not only because of her and Chris’ Santa Maria roots,
because of his music and her belief that this heartwarming story must be told.
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The Creative Team, cont.
Matthew Johnston (Legal)
Matthew Johnston has worked as a Business & Legal
Affairs and Business Development executive for 14 years
for various media and technology companies; including
Playboy Entertainment, UVU Inc., Lucid
Entertainment, Griffon Capital Ltd., and JD Energy
Solutions LLC.
Matthew recently trained at Dan Gilbert's prestigious
business incubator, Bizdom, where he launched Social
Rewards Network LLC.
Matthew earned his Juris Doctor from Pepperdine
School of Law, his Bachelor of Science Accounting
from Case Western Reserve University, and completed
the Professional Program in Producing at the UCLA
School of Theatre, Film, and Television.
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Track 5: Film Locations
Our choices for primary locations (Santa Maria, CA and Bend, OR) are due to the incentive programs provided and
the personal/business relationships we possess within the communities. These locales will prove ideal in terms of
story accuracy and budget sensitivity. We view these two locations as opportunities to get the best bang for our
buck, and also to engage and employ two communities that have had such a profound effect on Chris’ life.

Santa Maria, California
Santa Maria is located in California's Central Coast
between Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo Counties,
approximately 170 miles north of Los Angeles. Located
in between the Sierra Madre Mountains and the Pacific
coastline, Santa Maria enjoys a smog-free climate with
mild temperatures throughout the year. Ocean breezes
cool the valley in the summer and warm it in the winter.
Expect hazy morning fog during the summer months
and cooler evening temperatures during the winter.
Santa Maria contains rural small-town suburbs, with
sprawling countryside only miles away. Using film
locations in Santa Maria, because it is such a diverse
city, will save the expense of moving an entire set to
another state. The current California Film Tax Credit
Program includes a 20 percent tax credit against income
and/or sales and use taxes for eligible films ($1 million
minimum - $75 million maximum).

The current Oregon film incentive programs can rebate
20 percent of Oregon-based goods and services, along
with an additional cash payment of up to 16.2 percent
of wages paid to production personnel. Unlike other
states' programs, these incentives are cash rebates as
opposed to tax credits. In addition, all purchases in
Oregon are immediately discounted 7 to 8 percent over
other states due to the fact that Oregon has no sales
tax.
Chris Beland Chabot, having been a popular and well
liked resident of the Bend area, maintains friendships
and business relationships in the community. Although
Chris has recently moved from the area, the people of
Bend still consider him a “local boy done good.” These
relationships and Chris’ standing in Bend will be an
effective tool for budget control.

Kristen Marshall (writer/producer) and Chris Beland
Chabot, having both grown up in the area, still maintain
relationships with business owners and government
officials in Santa Maria, as well as in neighboring towns,
Orcutt and Nipomo. These relationships will prove
invaluable to keeping costs down and controlling
budgetary spending.

Bend, Oregon
Oregon's history in the motion picture industry dates
back to the silent film era. With over 400 feature films
and television projects shot in Oregon since then, they
can offer experienced crews, production support
services and a great variety of locations.
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Track 6: Beland- Behind the Music
Chris Beland Chabot
Chris was born and raised in Santa Maria,
California, a small town located between Santa
Barbara and San Luis Obispo. Music has been a
part of Chris’ life since the age of four when his
Grandfather gave him a guitar. It was further
ingrained when his older brother Jason taught him
Stairway to Heaven, and Chris decided to take it
from there. In and out of bands in Santa Maria that
varied in style from punk to Christian praise, it
wasn’t until Chris moved to Oregon that he found
his own unique musical voice and sound. He was
inspired to begin writing, performing and
recording. Chris released two albums, Outer Space
and The Weather Man while living in Oregon.
In the fall of 2012, Chris decided to follow his
dream to pursue music full time. He quit his job
and relocated with his family back to the Central
Coast. Chris just released his breakthrough third
album, Danger of Love, which features his newly
found biological father, veteran rock and country
guitarist/producer, John Beland. Chris' musical
style, which stands on it's own, is a blend of Paul
Simon, Bob Dylan and Bon Iver, entwined with
rich, haunting melodies and a little hometown feel.
Link to Album - Danger of Love
http://beland.bandcamp.com/
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Beland- Behind the Music,cont.
John Beland
For over four decades John has recorded, toured and written
for some of the biggest legends in contemporary pop, rock and
country music. Born and raised on the south side of Chicago,
he first picked up a guitar at the age of 10 and hasn’t put it
down since.
At 15, his family moved to Los Angeles. John was soon
discovered at the Troubadour and signed his first record
contract with Ranwood Records in 1967. While on his musical
journey, John has performed at the Hollywood Bowl, Wembley
Stadium, The Greek Theater, The Grand Ole Opry and
Carnegie Hall.
Over the years, while performing, John has done studio work
that includes movie soundtracks, national commercials and
television shows. John has toured the country with a vast list of
recording artists. In 1977, John met and immediately started
working with the world famous Dolly Parton. Soon after that,
he met pop legend Ricky Nelson and became the lead guitarist
in his band. After many successful years of touring, in 1981,
John left Nelson’s band and became a member and a producer
for the group The Flying Burrito Brothers. John was actually
scheduled to rejoin Ricky Nelson in January of 1986, when a
tragic plane crash took the lives of Nelson and his band. News
of this utterly devastated John. He then returned to Nashville
and began working alongside talented newcomer, Garth
Brooks.
John remains in constant demand as a producer, session player
and solo performer worldwide. Forty years of music history is
the legacy John has achieved and continues to build upon to
this day. His accomplishments have earned him worldwide
respect and admiration from fans and fellow musicians alike.
John is “over the moon” about the addition of Chris to the
Beland family and has welcomed him with open arms. They
are excited as to what the future holds and plan on recording
more albums and playing many more concerts together.
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Beland- Behind the Music,cont.

Artists John has Recorded and Toured with:
Alison Krauss
Anthony Newley
Arlo Guthrie
Bernie Leadon
Billy Bob Thornton
Billy Joe Royal
Bob James
Bobby Bare
Brian Cadd
Buck Owens
Buddy Emmons
Carol King
Clarence White
Country Joe McDonald
Curly Chalker
David Cassidy
Dolly Parton
Don Everly
Earl Scruggs
Emmory Gordy
Garth Brooks
Gene Clark

Glen D Hardin
Glen Shorrock
Grady Tate
Hal Blaine
Hoyt Axton
James Burton
JD Souther
Jeff Porcaro
Jerry Douglas
Jerry Scheff
Jim Horn
Jim Keltner
Jimmy Day
Jimmy Rodgers
Joan Baez
Joe Osborne
John Ware
Johnny Cash
Johnny Tillotson
June Carter
Kim Carnes
Kris Kristofferson
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Larry Carlton
Linda Ronstadt
Mac Davis
Merle Haggard
Michael McDonald
Nicolette Larson
Pete Drake
Peter Yarrow
Pig Robbins
RB Greaves
Richard Bennett
Rick Nelson
Ricky Skaggs
Rita Coolidge
Ritchie Havens
Roger McGuinne
Russell Morris
Sam Bush
Sonny Landreth
TG Sheppard
The Bellamy Brothers
The Flying Burrito Brothers

Track 7: Casting Strategy
Beyond the music, the family drama and the role of
fate, Becoming Beland is truly a character-driven
story. Our characters resonate depth, complexity
and above all, realism. The range of feeling and
extent of emotional understanding required for
Becoming Beland will pose a challenge for the
newcomer and the experienced actor alike.
Our strategy is such that we seek actors of merit
and a certain degree of acclaim. However, we’d also
like to cast a number of up and coming, yet equally
strong, actors in order to preserve a realistic and
engaging tone and character environment within
the film. We believe this blend of talent will be the
perfect recipe for shooting, showing and sharing
Becoming Beland.
We will spark the interest of veteran actors that
will embrace this film and the opportunity to be
inspired by roles that offer both challenge and
vulnerability. Considering this film is based on a
true story, the actors will be asked to expand the
boundaries of their craft through their research
and their ability to let loose inhibitions and be
these people.
Seasoned actors who take part in independent film
are often rewarded with career resurgence, added
prestige and a positive response for their project
choices. In addition, as it is a project rich with
original music, Becoming Beland offers an
opportunity to actors that are also musicians to
showcase their talent by portraying one of our
musical lead characters.
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Wish List
Chris Beland Chabot
Robert Pattinson, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, James
Franco, Justin Timberlake, James McAvoy

John Beland
Kris Kristofferson, Jeff Bridges, William Hurt,
Brian Cox, Tommy Lee Jones

Barbara Rosa
Catherine Keener, Patricia Clarkson, Madeleine
Stowe, Jane Kaczmarek, Melissa Leo, Marcia
Gay Harden

Annie Chabot
Alison Lohman, Melissa George, Emma
Roberts, Karen Gillan, Julie Mond

Track 8: Music Element
Music in film is infectious. As movie-goers, we all
remember joining the band for the impromptu
sing-along of “Tiny Dancer” in Almost Famous, or
picturing ourselves standing on the float in
downtown Chicago crooning “Danke Schoen” in

Chris and John Beland share the same music
DNA. Chris’ life journey is one filled with music
and in many ways, it mirrors John’s own musical
journey. Both of their stories are fascinating on
their own, but it is when the two stories are

Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, or the knot in the pit of our
stomachs as Lloyd Dobler hoists his boom-box and
plays “In Your Eyes” at full volume in Say
Anything. It’s moments like these that bond these
songs and movies together eternally, transforming
both into instant classics. It only makes sense then,
that in Becoming Beland, when the two musicians
finally meet they bond with a song. Viewers will
leave the theater with the sound of Simon and
Garfunkel’s “The Boxer” and the sight of a father
and son playing together for the first time fresh in
their minds; the culmination of an arduous soulsearching adventure and the onset of a glorious
new one fresh in their hearts.

braided together with their music that this film
truly becomes magical.
Needless to say, movies about music pull in big
box office numbers and countless ancillary
opportunities including, but not limited to:
soundtracks, licensing, touring and publishing.
They translate successfully in foreign markets and
film festivals as well. Music projects provide actors
and directors with an opportunity to explore
meaningful, broadly resonant material, the kind
that wins Oscars.
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Track 9: Comparable Market
From indie darling to blockbuster biopic, we consider the following films comparable to Becoming
Beland in spirit, technique and story substance. Focus is placed on these films for their critical
success, award recognition and substantial box office return.

The Fighter (2010)

Walk the Line (2005)
Director: James Mangold
Budget: $28 million
Box Office: $186,438,883
Distributor: Twentieth Century Fox
Notes: Based on a true story, Huge box office success;
Academy Award for Best Actress Reese Witherspoon;
Grammy for Best Compilation Soundtrack; Golden Globe
Winner; Best Motion Picture-Musical; Best Actor Joaquin
Phoenix; Best Actress Reese Witherspoon.

Director: David O. Russell
Budget: $25 million
Box Office: $129,190,869
Distribution: Paramount Pictures
Notes: Based on a true story; Huge box office success;
Academy Award and Golden Globe Winners; Best
Supporting Actor Christian Bale and Best Supporting
Actress Melissa Leo.

Once (2006)

Director: Debra Granik
Budget: $2 Million
Box Office: $13,831,503
Distribution: Roadside Attractions
Notes: Independently financed with a single equity
investor; major awards including Sundance Grand Jury
Prize, Sundance Waldo Salt Screenwriting Award and
Academy Award nominations; launched the career of its
female lead, Jennifer Lawrence.

Winters Bone (2010)

Director: John Carney
Budget: $225,500
Box Office: $9,437,933
Distributor: Fox Searchlight Pictures
Notes: Shoestring budget; music-driven project; Academy
Award for Best Original Song; Grammy nominations for
soundtrack and song “Falling Slowly”; adapted into a
Tony-award winning musical.

Crazy Heart (2009)
Director: Scott Cooper
Budget: $7 million
Box Office: $47,405,566
Distributor: Fox Searchlight Pictures
Notes: Critical and financial success; Academy Award for
Best Actor Jeff Bridges; soundtrack garnered Grammy for
Best Song for “The Weary Kind.”
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Track 10: Audience

In recent years theaters have been inundated with remakes, revamps, revisits and sequels of films.
Audiences want original stories, but more specifically dramas that are inspiring and not ashamed
nor afraid to be emotional. Audiences crave well-done, heartfelt dramas. Classics like The Notebook,
Big Fish, and Beaches, are those “feel-good” tearjerkers that are absent from today’s theaters.
We believe that Becoming Beland, with its themes of loss, personal conflict and emotional
fulfillment, can fill that void and satisfy the dramatic longing that the movie-going public is
enduring.
Becoming Beland has the potential to be a four-quadrant film. The underlying theme of “not
belonging” and Chris’ struggle with being a father-less son will relate to both the “Under 25 Male”
and “Over 25 Male” quadrants. The love story that takes place in the film, as well as the overall
romantic themes in Becoming Beland, will hit home with both the “Under 25 Female” and “Over 25
Female” quadrants. Barbara’s trials and tribulations as a desperate young single mother will also
touch both the “Under 25” and “Over 25” female quadrants.
There will also be music history and nostalgia stemming from John Beland’s long list of recording
partners and more notably the ill-fated 1985 plane crash that took the lives of Ricky Nelson and all
of his band mates. These events are fixed in the minds of the “Over 25 Males” and “Over 25
Females.”
The bonus of the entire project and its audience attraction will be the music. Chris’ music resonates
with country encouragement, bluesy inspiration all tied up with a whole lotta soul. The combination
of all of these components makes us confident in the success of Becoming Beland with our target
audience… Everyone.
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Track 11: Independent Film
There is currently a high demand for Independent Films across the U.S. So much
so, that in an effort to cash in on the present day boom in independent film, today's
major studios have created a number of independent-minded subsidiaries designed
to develop less commercial, more character-driven films which appeal to the
growing art house market and beyond. These independent production companies,
like Fox Searchlight, Focus Features, New Market Films, Sony Picture Classics and
Roadside Attractions, have not only taken the reins in creating distinguished, high
quality independent films, but have translated these artistic achievements into
commercial successes as well.
The major studios cannot help but recognize that independent film has proven to be
a veritable cornucopia in which to find new talent and revitalize existing talent. The
following all have roots in independent film and continue to have extremely
successful film careers in both the independent and mainstream markets.
Directors - Steven Soderbergh, Quentin Tarantino, Nick Cassavetes
Actors - Hillary Swank, Ryan Gosling, John Hawkes
Writers - Diablo Cody, Sean Durkin, Michael Bacall
Independent film is also experiencing an added benefit – audience growth. There is
an increasing draw among moviegoers toward independent film in the theaters.
However, audience growth has multiplied with the influx and popularity of
independent films on Video-On-Demand, streaming video and BluRay/DVDs. Now,
more than ever, audiences of every age are reaping the benefits by becoming far
more movie literate and more sophisticated in their movie tastes.
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Track 12: Film Festivals and Distribution
Upon completion of Becoming Beland, we will
submit it to all of the major film festivals, including
Sundance, Toronto and Tribeca. Our primary goals at
these venues will be to wow audiences, make studio
connections and secure a distribution deal.
Independent films are thriving commercially and
artistically, even in a tight financial climate. It is the
festival environment that showcases these
independent films to studios, opening lines of
communication between filmmakers and dealmakers,
hence creating opportunities for both.
For example, in 2011, Martha Marcy May Marlene was
acquired almost immediately by distributors at
Sundance. The filmmakers received a four-picture
deal in the middle of the night from Focus Features.
Also, in 2010, the filmmakers for Winter’s Bone
received a distribution deal from Roadside Attractions
while at Sundance.

There is a long list of films acquired at festivals that
have gone on to garner success, both financially and
critically. These successes have led to an even
greater focus on these arenas as business
opportunities and a fertile ground for distributors to
seek out and attain material.
Success at film festivals is also an effective method of
achieving free advertisement. Of course PR firms are
essential, but when a film performs well and
demands attention at festivals it creates its own
organic buzz. This buzz can be an invaluable tool
used to procure a distribution deal and to amass
both awards and recognition.
As previously stated, our primary focus with film
festivals is to obtain a distribution deal. A deal will
give the distributors exclusive rights to exploit the
film in specific markets within specific territories for
a specific length of time.

Potential Domestic and Foreign markets for Becoming Beland include:
Theatrical
Non-theatrical (college screenings, airline in-flight movies)
Home DVD/Video on Demand (both rental and point of purchase)
Streaming through companies like Netflix
Broadcast Television
Subscription Television (HBO, Showtime, etc.)
Cable Television
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Track 13: Maximized Return / Minimized Risk
Return
Every Film Acquisition/Distribution deal is
different, making it nearly impossible to predict
the precise details and exact minutia of a deal for
Becoming Beland (“the Picture”) until said deal
is proposed.
There is also a variance in regards to a timeline
in which investors will see both their initial
return on investment as well as profit from the
Picture. Monies will come first from an
“Acquisition” sale of the Picture (usually
between 8-20 months after investment) followed
by proceeds from a theatrical and foreign box
office run (20-30 months after investment) and
finally DVD/VOD and Cable/TV- coming after
month 30 and lasting onward in perpetuity for
the life of the Picture’s release.
Explained below are the three revenue streams
in the order the investor will see their money
returned.

the Investors and Producers comes after the
Exhibitor’s (theater owner) fees, Distributor
expenses (Print and Advertising) and Distributor
fees. In Domestic (North American) release
scenarios, Investors and Producers typically see
25-35 percent of each ticket sold. In Foreign
release scenarios, the percentage is higher, with
Investors and Producers typically seeing 35-45
percent of each ticket sold.
3. Proceeds from DVD/Video On Demand: In
the event that the Picture is sold to a DVD
distribution company (which can be part of the
same sale to a theatrical distributor), a 50/50 net
deal or royalty deal is typical. In both cases,
Investors and Producers typically see 25-35
percent of gross DVD/VOD profits.
Long Lost, LLC will retain 15 percent for guild
residuals (DGA, WGA, SAG/AFTRA, IATSE,
AFM) and administrative effects (taxes/
accounting.)

1. Proceeds from an Acquisition sale (8-20
months): The investors shall receive 100 percent
of the Picture’s “Acquisition” or sale price up to
115 percent of their investment. After recouping
115 percent of their investment, and then after
deferments, investors split any remaining
Acquisition monies 50/50 with the Producers
(who will handle any other third party profit
participants.)
2. Proceeds from Domestic and Foreign
Theatrical Box Office (20-30 months): In the
event that the Picture is sold to a theatrical
distribution company, the revenue returned to
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Maximized Return / Minimized Risk, cont.
Risk
Investments in the film industry hold an inherent
risk and are based highly on speculation. There is
an uncertain nature with regards to the margin of
profit of a motion picture. Although there is no
standard formula to guarantee a film’s financial
success, the recoupment of investments and
attainment of profits are based primarily on cost of
production, cost of distribution and how that
relates to the film’s quality, public acceptance and
audience appeal. The success and profitability of
any investment is at the whim of external
economic and social factors, and despite proper
planning and execution remain unpredictable.
Financial success at the Box Office, through DVD/
Blu-ray sales and rentals, Video On Demand sales
and through television broadcast are dependent
on critical reviews, public tastes and industry
acknowledgement. Success cannot be guaranteed
by a huge budget, an all-star cast or secured
theatrical distribution.

can view, purchase and critique films. Although
these alternatives could be considered competing
or cannibalistic, they also represent the creation of
additional revenue sources, and therefore represent
a higher chance of return and the potential for
increased profit. However, the theatrical success of
a film still remains the crucial factor in generating
revenue and creating effective alternative revenue.
The public’s ever-changing tastes and the
economy’s ever-fluctuating stability makes the
success of a motion picture impossible to predict.
Potential investors should understand and evaluate
these risks fully prior to investing. An investor
must be prepared to lose their investment with no
chance of recouping their loss in the event a
motion picture is financially unsuccessful.

Advances in technology are resulting in significant
changes within the entertainment industry. The
public has countless alternatives as to how they
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Track 14: Financial Scenarios
We seek investors that believe in this project and wish to become part of the Becoming Beland team. To
accompany our quest for private investment capital to finance this project we would like to highlight different
financing structures commonly employed by independent filmmakers to insure a first-rate return and earning
strategy.

The Acquisition Distribution Deal
Long Lost, LLC, as the independent producers
(“Producers”), raises the acquisition/development
financing as well as production monies, often from
investors outside the film industry. This can occur at
the development, pre-production or production
stage. This deal will be in the context of a limited
partnership, in which the limited partner is not liable
for budget overruns and only risks the capital
invested. A definite draw for limited partners is the
implied tax advantages. Expenses may be
immediately deductible for tax purposes, while taxes
on profits may only have to be paid in the distant
future, useful in maximizing the value of tax
deductions. Distributor funds are used solely to
distribute the movie. The distribution agreement is
entered into after the film is produced. This "pure
acquisition" approach to film finance and
distribution generally provides the producers and
creative team with the most creative control.

PFD Production Financing Distribution Deal
Long Lost, LLC, as the independent producers
(“Producers”), raises the acquisition/development
financing from investors and takes the deal to a
studio/distributor with the significant packaging in
place. The studio/distributor's money is then used to
produce and distribute the picture. The distribution
agreement can be entered into prior to the start of

production, but more commonly before the end of
production. The distributor will deduct its fee,
recoup distributor expenses, collect interest on the
production money loan and then reduce the negative
cost with remaining gross receipts, if any. A PFD is
usually a step-deal – that is, compensation is
provided one step at a time, contingent on
satisfactory completion of a stage. Producers and
investors also get a cut of the gross or net profit.

Negative Pickups
Long Lost, LLC, as the independent producers
(“Producers”), raises the acquisition/development
financing from investors and obtain one or more
distributor commitments and guarantees to purchase
the completed picture (for the worldwide, domestic
or international markets or individual territories) if
t h e fi n i s h e d fi l m m e e t s s p e c i fi e d d e l i v e r y
requirements (as set forth in detail in the distribution
agreement). The producers take this or these
distributor commitment(s) to an entertainment
lender to secure production funds using the
distributor's contract(s) as effective collateral. The
distributor’s financing involvement and dedication is
related solely to distribution expenses. The negative
pickup finance agreement associated with lender
financing is commonly entered into prior to the
production of the film.
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Hidden Track

“Although I can't change all that has hurt Chris in his past, I can make sure his future is one
that will always include a father who loves him dearly, not because he plays a guitar or sings
like me...but because he has turned into the kind of person he is.
I'd like to think Chris has my heart, my father's heart. A heart that has compassion and love
for family and friends. And if I had to pick the most important gig of my career, it wouldn't be
Carnegie Hall, The Grand Ol Opry, The Hollywood Bowl, Wembley Stadium, Saturday
Night Live, being signed by the Beatles, Dolly Parton, Kris Kristofferson, Linda Ronstadt or
the Flying Burrito Brothers... it would be a little country fair gig I played in California 34
years ago, one that I almost forgot, but never will again.”
-John Beland
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Confidentiality Statement and Index
Confidentiality Statement
This memorandum has been prepared by Long Lost, LLC. (“The Company”) in regards to the production of
the motion picture Becoming Beland.
This document is intended solely for the persons receiving it in connection with this offering and is not
authorized for any reproduction or distribution to others whatsoever. The memorandum and other information
provided to the persons receiving this information shall be disclosed only to other representatives of the
original recipient who shall reasonably need to know the same in connection with their evaluation of an
investment in Long Lost, LLC.
All copies of the memorandum and any other information given to persons receiving this memorandum shall
be returned to the Company upon request if a transaction with the Company is not consummated. The
information contained herein is proprietary, non-public information which may not be used other than the
purpose of evaluating this offering and must be kept strictly confidential.
The recipient of this memorandum acknowledges compliance with the above.

Index
The following sources were used as reference or inspiration in the creation of this pitch package.
-The Source Weekly, Mike Bookey, December 10, 2010
-The Source Weekly, The Road Home, Ethan Maffey, September 26, 2012
-Patheos.com, That Facebook Guy? Karen Spears Zacharias, December 3, 2011
-IMDB
-Wikipedia
-Gallagher, Callahan & Gartrell
-Sharpangle.com
-Law Offices of John W. Cones (filmfinanceattorney.com)
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